13 Offensive Moves
for Basketball Players

1. The first move is to take a big, direct shot at the basket and shoot over her.

2. The second move is to take a jump shot and explode by going for a layup shot.

3. The third move is to fake and drive by shooting off the baseline and accelerating straight up in the basket.

4. The fourth move is to loop a step to the right and go up for the layup shot.

5. The fifth move is to go for a jump shot and use a hesitation move with the dribble going in hard for a layup.

6. The sixth move is to drive to the basket, continue under the ball, and drive hard for a layup.

7. The seventh move is to drive hard to the basket, cut back, and shoot on the right hand with the left hand.

8. The eighth move is to drive this drive straight, cut back, and shoot with your right hand for a reverse layup.

9. The ninth move is to drive the ball fast, stop the dribble, pull up, and shoot for the lay-up or hook.

10. The tenth move is to drive fast, cut hard, and continue for the lay-up.

11. The eleventh move is to drive fast, cut hard, and continue for the lay-up.

12. The twelfth move is to drive fast, cut hard, and continue for the lay-up.

13. The thirteenth move is to drive fast, cut hard, and continue for the lay-up.